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21 Days with Braco
By Angelika Whitecliff (90 min - $20)
Angelika Whitecliff presents her new book, 21 Days with
Braco, where she describes her profound life changing
experiences with Braco - the European healing phenomenon in June/July 2009. Angelika's presentation formally introduced
Braco, whose gentle gaze has healed and transformed the lives
of tens of thousands in Europe, for his first U.S. tour that began
immediately after on the first morning of the conference.
Mass Physical Contact in Italy: The Amicizia Case
By Prof Stefano Breccia (90 min - $20)
Prof Breccia presents new photos and analyses concerning the
mass physical extraterrestrial contact case in Italy known as
Amicizia. Over 100 people witnessed human looking
extraterrestrials that were based in underground bases from
1956 to 1978 in Italy. For the first time in public, he relates his
own direct personal experiences with the extraterrestrials.
Ancient Hawaiian Healing & Transformation Practices in
the Modern Age
By Haleaka (90 mins - $20)

Hawaiian Kahuna/priestess, Haleaka, discusses the ancient
Hawaiian healing and transformative practice known as
Ho'oponopono. Descended from a priestly lineage associated
with King Kamehameha, Haleaka speaks with authority about
Hawaiian traditions and how these can help bring about the
earth transformation that lies ahead.
How OOParts explain Humanity’s Secret Origins
By Klaus Dona (120 mins - $20)
Klaus Dona is the curator of the Hapsburg Haus museum in
Vienna, Austria. He presents photographic evidence of
hundreds of "Out Of Place Artifacts" (OOPARTs) that he has
personally witnessed and photographed from around the world.
These photos show humanity's history is far older and
mysterious than anything acknowledged by the mainstream
archeological community.
The Role of Celestials in guiding humanity with
extraterrestrial contact
By Dr Michael E. Salla (90 mins - $20)
Dr Salla presents his research into the 'celestials' - beings that
use the power of consciousness alone for space-time travel. He
reveals how celestials have historically helped humanity deal
with the challenges posed by extraterrestrial technologies that
have been in the past used in destructive ways. He explains
how extraterrestrials are today helping unravel the power elite's
control system established to prevent humanity knowing the
truth about extraterrestrial life, and the extent advanced
technologies have been secretly developed.

2012: Its Meaning, Its Context & How to Prepare for it
By Carla Rueckert (90 min - $20)
Carla Rueckert, trance channeler of the RA material,
discusses the meaning and context of 2012, and how to
prepare for the transformative life changes associated with it.
In 1981, the RA material was the first to discuss
transformative events associated with the 30 year period
2012, long before that was introduced into the public arena.
Top 10 Exotic Free Energy Technologies
By Sterling Allan (90 mins - $20)
Sterling Allan, founder of the New Energy Congress and a
number of new energy news sites, ranks the top 10 exotic Free
Energy technologies. Allan presents his own conclusions over
their feasibility and the challenges that lie ahead in making
new energy technologies available for the commercial market.
The Andromedans & Mentoring Humanity
By Alex Collier,( 90 mins - $20)

Alex Collier discusses his physical contact experiences with
human looking extraterrestrials from the constellation of
Andromeda. In this presentation, he reveals the mentoring
program offered by the Andromedans to humanity. Alex
reveals how their wisdom and experience can help humanity
deal with different extraterrestrial groups, and integrate
advanced technologies in positive ways for humanity's
evolution.
Empowered Healing: Demonstrations & Practices
By Dennis Adams (90 mins - $20)
Dennis Adams presents a humorous and wisdom packed
account of his own life journey based on eight years living in
the wilderness before beginning to share his phenomenal
insights into life and healing to the world. Dennis is highly
sought after healer around the world who only recently
decided to again begin public appearances.
Speaker Panel Discussion: Q & A
With Dennis Adams, Haleaka, Thomas-Mellen Benedict,
Carla Rueckert, Alex Collier, Prof Stefano Breccia, Klaus
Dona, Dr Michael Salla, Billie Dean & Suzanne Taylor
(90 mins - $20)
The Panel Discussion features a selection of speakers & film
directors responding to audience questions concerning
healing, advanced technologies, life after death, 2012,
extraterrestrial life and much much more.
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